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A Preliminary Profile of the Nineteenth-Century
U.S. Peace Advocacy Press

The American alternative press tradition runs strong and

deep. Throughout U.S. history most cultures and viewpoincs not

expressed in the mainstream press have found an outlet among

myriad alternative publications. Examples come quickly to mind:

the African American press, the religious press, Spanish-language

newspapers. Among the alternative press are many vigorous social

movement advocacy publications whose founders used them to

challenge the dominant culture to consider new ideas and concerns

and to foment change. Important nineteenth-century examples

include the periodicals of abolitionists, evangelicals,

temperance activists, woman suffragists, and peace advocates.

Nineteenth-century U.S. peace advocates were often members

of the most respected classes of society. However, their adoption

of certain moral and ideological positions placed them at odds

with their countrymen and women. In the millions of pages of

peace advocacy periodicals, tracts, and pamphlets that they

produced, this moral and ideological isolation/exclusion emerges

as a forceful shaper of their communication strategies. Studying

this communication may provide some insights into the overall

workings of the alternative press, not just in the nineteenth

century but in our own.

For instance, this study suggests that advocates' conception
-

of journalism as a form of activism in its own right, comparable

to public speaking, etc., is not new. Like their contemporary as
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well as their twentieth-century counterparts, nineteenth-century

peace advocates also emphasized the significance of writing as a

form of activism and the power of the press to change public

opinion. And while early twentieth-century (pre-Masses) reformers

and radicals tended to approach their causes with the utmost

gravity--to do otherwise, they feared, could compromise their

credibility--so did nineteenth-century peace advocates

communicate their ideas in a sober, didactic (if at times even

boring) way. Yet there were also many attempts to be interesting

and even entertaining.

I. Review of the Literature on Peace History and the History of

the Peace Advocacy Press

Perhaps the most central reform movement in U.S. history is

peace advocacy, as a substantial body of work by historians has

shown.' Beginning early in the nineteenth century with the

development of the first organized peace societies, countless

peace advocates, both reformers and radicals, have worked for the

realization of world peace, in innumerable ways. Some have been

propelled by religious convictions, particularly those members of

the historic peace churches, the Quakers, the Mennonites, and the

Church of the Brethren. Many more have worked for peace through

nonsectarian affiliations such as the American Peace Society

(started 1828), the League of Universal Brotherhood (1846), and

the Universal Peace Union (1866).

Most studies of peace history have been produced by
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scholars of diplomatic, military, and political history, who have

viewed the field essentially within the framework of their

respective disciplines, with scant attention paid to the peace

press.2 Few communication scholars have considered the

historical dimension of this press. While the press's role as an

agent of social change has been-well established,3 little

attention has been focused on the advocacy press, whose primary

purpose is to effect change. When historians have studied the

nineteenth-century advocacy press, they have examined the

publications of reformers such as evangelicals,4 feminists,5

abolitionists,6 and temperance advocates7--but not those of

peace reformers. Yet peace advocacy, certainiy in the antebellum

period, was common--and often correlated with advocacy of other

reforms such as abolition and women's rights.8 Research by

communication historians on the peace advocacy press, currently

in its nascence, is an area ripe for inquiry.9

II. Nineteenth-Century Peace Advocacy Movements and Their Presses

In 1815 the modern, nonsectarian American peace movement was

born. The years 1815-1816 saw the simultaneous, independent (and

at times unbeknownst to each other) emergence of major peace

societies in the United States and Britain.° The immediate

catalyst for the formation of these societies was the century of

European conflict which culminated in the continental wars of the

Napoleonic period and their extension to the Americas in the War

of 1812.11 Like the philanthropic reforms of the early nineteenth

century, the peace movement's intellectual roots lay in the

6
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eighteenth-century Enlightenment.12 These humanitarian,

patriotic reformers founded nondenominational organizations whose

membership was overwhelmingly Protestant. Historian Charles

DeBenedetti describes them as "typical romantic reformers,

individualistic yet organized, rationalistic yet sentimental,

personally conservative yet socially radical, humanly optimistic

yet scripturally literalist." Well-educated, most were middle-

class, Congregationalist or Unitarian gentlemen of the urban

Northeast. Many were clergy, teachers, and professional men."

They founded organizations such as the New York Peace

Society (1815)" and the Massachusetts Peace Society (1815),"

initiating a continuous American peace movement." By the end of

1821, the Massachusetts Peace Society had distributed, with its

auxiliaries, a total to date of 7,155 copies of its periodical,

the Friend of Peace.17

In 1828 the American Peace Society (APS), was formed,

absorbing many of the smaller state and regional peace

organizations." The APS and subsequent peace advocacy

associations can be considered part of a social movement, which

King has defined as "a group venture extending beyond a local

community or a single event and involving a systematic effort to

inaugurate changes in thought, behavior, and social

relationships. 09

Alexis de Tocqueville observed during his visit to the

United States in the early 1830s that some of the most

significant U.S. associations were those of social movements,
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many of whom "recognized that communication was essential in

maintaining their cohesion" and accomplished this by the

publication of pamphlets and newspapers."

The APS tried to change public opinion through its

periodicals such as the Advocate of Peace, the Calumet, and the

Harbinger of Peace, as well as through the publication of tracts,

the encouragement of peace sermons in the churches, and the

sponsorship of peace essay contests in colleges, which sometimes

led to the formation of student peace societies, such as those at

Amherst, Dartmouth, and Oberlin. The APS aimed "to reach the

public mind only through the ordinary channels of influence,"

seeking "reform with as little agitation as possible." It wished

"to effect a peaceful change on this subject by the moral suasion

of the gospel addressed to the community in ways to which they

are already accustomed." Thus, the APS first sought the sanction

of the "highest ecclesiastical bodies," and instructed its agents

"invariably to act in concert with pastors." 21 This strategy

also suggests that peace advocates sought to cultivate

respectability as a means of winning society's acceptance.

In 1837, inspired by the nonresistance ideas of John

HumIlhrey Noyes (the perfectionist founder of the upstate New York

Oneida Community), William Lloyd Garrison became the leader of

the new radical group, the New England Non-Resistance Society,

which splintered from the APS during the debate over war as a

potential means to end slavery.

During the Civil War peace advocates were divided over the
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issues of war and abolition and the American Peace Society

declined. Pacifism during the War became largely the lonely

province of the three traditional peace sects (the Mennonites,

the Brethren, and the Quakers) and some newer, millenarian

nonresistant sects, such as the Seventh-Day Adventists and the

christadelphians. Following the war the APS was revived,

reclaiming its traditional, middle-of-the-road character.

In 1866 a new nonsectarian organization, the Universal Peace

Union, was founded. In reaction to the pro-Civil War position the

APS adopted, it took a much less compromising position on

violence, following Garrisonian nonresistance. It was led by

Alfred Love from 1866 until his death in 1913.22 Together, the

American Peace Society and the Universal Peace Union represented

the two points of view whose polarity had led to the decline of

the APS in the antebellum years.

In the post-Civil War years, these groups were significant

peace societies. Curiously, despite theimportant inspirational

effect of the Quakers' historical peace testimony on early peace

alvocacy writers (both conservative and radical), the Quakers

themselves had little to do with any of the nonsectarian peace

groups.n In 1867, in response to the Civil War, the Quakers

founded the Peace Association of Friends in North America, whose

major publications was the Messenger of Peace.

Also considered a part of the peace movement in the second

half of the nineteenth century were various groups which

organized to codify and support specific methods of peace-

9
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seeking, such as arbitration and international law and

organization.24

At birth, peace societies immediately saw a need for

publications to cover the peace issues that were left out of

mainstream and religious newspapers.25 Taking advantage of

advances in printing and transportation, many groups, such as

religious ones, diffused their propaganda as tracts.26 PeaCe

advocates also produced thousands of pages of tracts, which they

distributed free of charge or for a nominal sum. While tracts

were a significant component of the nineteenth-century peace

advocacy press, this study focuses on the peace periodical press.

As Merle Curti has noted, of all the official peace publications,

"the periodicals themselves are the most important printed

materials, as they contain the annual reports and many of the

sermons and addresses which... circulated in tract form."77

The Appendix provides a taxonomy of the American peace

advocacy press. Just as peace advocacy took a variety of forms,

from absolute pacifism to a moderate position allowing for

"defensive" war, so did the peace advocacy periodical press

express a kaleidoscope of viewpoints, from the fairly

conservative position of the American Peace Society (allowing for

"defensive" war) and its regional antecedents and affiliates, to

the radical, thorough-going pacifism of the New England Non-

Resistance Society. Most visible, widely circulated, and

comparatively prominent were the publications of the broadly-

10
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based nonsectarian Christian humanitarian peace organizations,

such as the American Peace Society's Advocate of Peace, Calumet,

and Harbinger of Peace, and the'publications of its regional

forerunners and affiliates, such as the Connecticut Peace

Society's American Advocate of Peace, the Massachusetts Peace

Society's Friend of Peace, and the Pennsylvania Peace Society's

Advocate of Peace and Christian Patriot. /
Less visible than these periodicals were the expressly

religious publications of the historic peace churches. The

Mennonite press was still in its infancy in the 1850s; moreover,

Mennonites were separatists who did not aim to proselytize the

outside society.28 A regular Quaker weekly press first appeared

in October 1827 with the publication of the Philadelphia Friend,

which became the Orthodox branch's organ, and the Hicksites

established a regular newspaper, the Friends' Weekly

Intelligencer, in 1844. Quaker periodicals discussed pacifism

mainly in religious terms; and although in the years before mid-

century they devoted considerable attention to peace issues, the

amount of space given to such issues was a small amount of the

total. So while the nonsectarian peace organizations confessed

their indebtedness to the Quaker peace witness, American Quakers

themselves, for a variety of reasons, were socially isolated

during this period. Largely reluctant to collaborate with their

admirers, the Quakers gave them "a certain slightly condescending

approval."29 The German Baptist Brethren produced "no literature

dealing even incidentally with the subject of their peace

11
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testimony before the middle of the nineteenth century.""

III. Analysis of a Sample of Peace Advocacy Periodicals

A. Method

This study analyzes ten of the nineteenth century's most

important, comparatively high-circulation publications of

prominent nonsectarian peace advocacy organizations such as the

American Peace Society and the Universal Peace Union, as well as

two Quaker publications (to represent the religious-based peace

advocacy of the historic peace churches). The sample varies in

geographic and philosophical origins. Complete files of the

following periodicals at the Swarthmore College Peace Collection

were examined, representing in their sum the period ranging from

1915 to 1913.m

The Friend of Peace, the organ of the Massachusetts Peace

Society, a quarterly pulAished and edited by Noah Worcester in

Boston and Cambridge, Mass., 1815-1827.

The Advocate of Peace and Christian Patriot, issued monthly

by the Pennsylvania Peace Society in Philadelphia, 1828-1829.

Three successive periodicals of the American Pease Society:

the Harbinger of Peace (a monthly duodecimo published in New York

and edited by William Ladd, May 1828-April 1831); the Calumet

(two octavos issued bimonthly from New York and edited by William

Ladd, 1831-1835); and the Advocate of Peace, which superseded the

American Advocate of Peace (1834-1836), which had been founded

as the quarterly organ of the Connecticut Peace Society, in

12
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Hartford.n (The Advocate of Peace has been continued since 1910

in World Affairs.)

Three periodicals of the Universal Peace Union: the Bond of

Peace (published monthly in Philadelphia, 1868-1874); the Voice

of Peace (published monthly in Philadelphia, 1868-1874); and the

Peacemaker (published in Philadelphia, 1883-1913, with frequency

and title variations).n

Two Quaker periodicals: the Messenger of Peace, published by

the Peace Association of Friends in Americe in New Vienna, Ohio

(1870-1877) and Richmond, Ind. (1887-1890), with title

variations, and edited by Daniel Hill; and the Herald of Peace,

published semimonthly in Chicago (1868-1869).

First, a brief general profile of this sample of the peace

advocacy press will be provided. These periodicals range in size

and appearance, from the comparatively modest Harbinger of Peace

measuring five by eight inches and the Friend of Peace at six by

nine and a half inches, to the Bond of Peace at eight by eleven

inches and the Herald of Peace at nine by twelve inches.

Throughout the sample, the number of per-issue pages and

advertisements, as well as illustrations, increases with time,

doubtless reflecting developments in technology (as well as, in

some cases, the relative success of the organization with which

each periodical was associated). By the 1870s and 1880s,

advertising was plentiful, often filling several pages and

touting general-interest products including books and

13
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periodicals, health nostrums, and household appliances and

supplies. (Advertising was similar in scope and kind among at

least one other contemporary social movement periodical, the

temperance movement's Union Signal.")

Despite the varying timespans and organization fortunes

represented by these periodicals, cost of annual subscriptions

remained fairly consistent. Throughout the period studied, one

dollar per year was a typical price, starting with the Friend of

Peace even before 1820. The extremes are represented by the

Messenger of Peace, charging 50 cents (1879) and the Herald of

Peace, $1.50 (1868). Compared to the prevailing rates for other

U.S. magazines, the peace publications were inexpensive." This

likely stems from their creators' desire to achieve a wide

readership, which, typical of advocacy publications, overshadowed

profitability considerations.

Like so many of their contemporaries, editors such as Noah

Worcester and William Ladd worked without salary, publishing

their papers at their own risk and expense.n Running in the red

was characteristic of the peace press. Like so many other social

movement-reform publications in U.S. history, they were edited

and published by a small band of dedicated followers perpetually

in need of money."

Besides subscription (and advertising) revenue, income from

job printing and donations provided necessary funding. Appeals

for funds were common, and lists of the donors and the amounts

they paid or pledged, were published regularly."

14
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Accurate circulation data for these publications is

difficult to obtain; it does indicate that while audiences for

these periodicals did not rival in size those for the penny

press, neither were they inconsequential. For instance, in 1850

the Advocate of Peace had a circulation of 3,000.40 The more

available self-reported circulation data indicates, for example,

that in 1831, the Harbinger of Peace printed about 18,500 copies

and that in 1840 the Advocate of Peace, a bimonthly, was being

issued in quantities from 2,000 to 2,700.41 The Messenger of

Peace announced that in 1878, 214,600 pages of tracts were

distributed, and 169 volumes, "while the matter contained in the

Messenger of Peace has been equal to 1,404,000 pages of

tracts."42 It seems reasonable to conclude that circulation

figures generally reached one to two thousand or more, fairly

typical of mainstream magazines in the pre-1850 period.43

Furthermore, many copies were passed along; their publishers made

a point of getting them into libraries and to opinion leaders (as

indicated by their regularly published subscription lists).

B. Purpose and Audience

The peace press's audience ranged from the uninitiated to

those who were committed members of peace organizations. Editors

aimed to build and maintain their geographically dispersed

communities of conscience while attracting and educating new

converts. This two-fold audience also characterizes some other

nineteenth-century social movement advocacy publications, such as
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those of the woman suffrage movement.° It is a challenging task

to reach such a dual audience; as Martha M. Solomon has observed,

"the job of gaining new members while maintaining a consistent

sense of group identity ... requires unusual rhetorical

acumen."°

Occasionally the peace publications themselves give clues

suggesting how they further defined that audience.° Especially,

the peace press sought to maintain its loyal following and build

internal cohesion. Much content was directed to the latter

group. Morale was built in several ways, often through the

cataloguing of each incremental gain for the cause of peace. Even

the smallest acknowledgment of their arguments conferred by

mainstream society was presented as occasion for rejoicing.

Peace-furthering achievements both large and small were

celebrated. For example, the first annual report of the

Massachusetts Peace Society, published in the Friend of Peace in

1817, noted, "All human institutions are stamped with

imperfection; and the best of them are capable of being improved

by time and experience." The report continued:

Considering the circumstances under which the Massachusetts
Peace Society originated, the smallness of its funds, and
the powerful prepossessions it had to encounter, it was not
to be expected that the first Report of its officers, would
contain a list of facts either very numerous, splendid, or
interesting.

Yet, despite this disclaimer, the report went on to note many

small achievements, including the distribution of six numbers of

the Friend of Peace, as well as other publications to "several

16
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Colleges in New-England."47

The Friend of Peace ran a regular column called "Auspicious

Occurrences," in which it frequently noted the founding of other

peace societies," along with such far-flung intelligence as the

news that Switzerland's Council of the Valais had abolished

capital punishment, and that a Catholic paper in France had

praised the work of the Massachusetts Peace Society.° Other

morale-building columns offered short news items describing

activities and achievements of other peace societies (both U.S.

regional and British) and their -lublications.93 The organization

self-consciously noted and celebrated with fanfare each new peace

advocacy publication.

A similar column was the Advocate of Peace's "Auspicious

movements," which reported, for instance, the "omen of much

promise to our cause" that the secretary of the American Peace

Society had "been invited to attend discussions appointed by some

ecclesiastical bodies on questions of great importance to the

cause of peace."m Other peace periodicals carefully and

frequently noted the growth of the peace movement, both in the

United States and abroad.m And not surprisingly, individual

publications ran articles that pointed out the direct salutary

effects of reading their pages.m

Also, doubtless to build morale as well as to attract new

partisans, laudatory letters-to-the-editor were often printed.

Typical is a letter from the Rev. William A. Huckabee of

Morganton, Georgia, published in an 1879 issue of the Messenger

17
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of Peace: "Dear Sir: I am convertad to Peace principles, and I

attribute it to the reading of your paper."54 Overall, the

letters published were almost invariably positive. The Friend of

Peace once admitted censoring part of a letter which expressed

certain sentiments about "the Editor...which could not with

propriety be published in this work."55 Still, a few publications

did print some of the negative missives. For instance, the Herald

of Peace printed this comment from a reader: "I think it ought to

be named the Herald of War. It stirs up so much strife and

controversy."56

This almost uniformly positive, movement-building tone

minimized any internal discord that might have existed. Thus,

during the antebellum period, which was characterized by

considerable dissension within the American Peace Society over

aims and purposes of the peace movement vis-a-vis slavery, the

Advocate of Peace reported only that there was "some diversity of

views among our own members."57 All of the above evidence

suggests a press very con:cious of its effects on its audiences,

both internal and external.

Additional evidence includes the frequent attempts

periodicals made to gauge those effects. Much of the evidence

they gathered was anecdotal. "Our cause is rapidly gaining

ground," the Harbinger of Peace announced confidently in 1829.

"Contributions to our paper are more frequent, and, on all hands,

we hear complaints that our book is too small, and that it ought

to be twice or thrice as large."m Likewise, the Calumet in 1832

18
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claimed that "The friends of Peace are scattered throughout

almost the whole of Christendom...Our influence extends to

Europe."" The Friend of Peace measured its journalistic impact

by the growth of regional peace societies, and by the fact that

the Massachusetts Convention of Congregational Ministers had

voted official approval of the Massachusetts Peace Society.°

C. Overview of Content

Typical of its contemporaries, the American Advocate of

Peace aimed

1st, to extended discussions of the most important
topics connected with the cause of peace; 2d, to brief
Critical Notices of current publications as they come
within the application of our principles, with the
design of promoting, in this respect, in a Christian
country, a pure and Christian Literature; 3d, to
intelligence concerning the progress of pacific
principles and the civil and political affairs of
nations.

Likewise did the Voice of Peace seek "to proclaim ripe and fresh

arguments for peace. To offer Letters, Essays, Stories, Speeches

and information on the most practical means for its

establishment," with "kindred subjects...only find[ing] a place

when they are for those things that make for peace."'

Considerable content consisted of didactic essays.

Characteristic examples included facts and statistics to prove

war's immorality and waste, as in "The Delusions and Suicidal

Results of War"; arguments illustrating the incompatibility of

war with Christian principles, as in "Is Peace Consistent with

Christianity?"; and practical suggestions for reform, as in "The

19
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Object of Peace Societies Practicable."° Letters to the editor

were also a staple feature. Poetry was fairly common among the

later-dated publications° and moralistic fiction also appeared

occasionally.m Such content, paralleling that available in

contemporary mainstream newspapers and magazines (to which

readers were already accustomed), was a reader-attracting

strategy also employ2d by the woman suffrage press, the

temperance press, and, perhaps to a lesser degree, by the

antislavery press.°

Also, the Bond of Peace, the Herald of Peace, the Voice of

Peace, and the Peacemaker published a special children's section,

offering essays, poems, and stories to help teach younger readers

about peace,m as did the temperance press.°

D. Views of Reform and Journalism

In the pages of the peace press, advocates wrote candidly of

their purposes, both.as reformers and radicals, and as

writers/journalists. The characteristic nineteenth-century

belief in rationality reigned. As the American Peace Society

claimed in its organ, the Calumet, "Past experience also teaches

us, that delusions...have been dissipated by the light of

truth."° The peace advocacy press set out to illuminate that

truth. It set out to marshal and publicize all the rational

arguments in favor of its cause. Just as their antislavery

counterparts held "that the press was one of the most powerful

agencies of reform,"° peace advocates greatly valued writing end

20
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publication as tools of persuasion, as much if not more so than

other forms of personal activism (e.g., public speaking and

interpersonal, face-to-face communication). This may suggest

that peace advocates felt morally and ideologically

isolated/excluded from mainstream society; they may have found it

easier to work for an unpopular cause through writing and

publication, activities that could be carried on passionately and

even anonymously. (For instance, Massachusetts Peace Society

founder Noah Worcester wrote for the Friend of Peace for many

years under the pseudonym "Philo Pacificus.")

Peace advocates strove mightily to persuade through the

written word. The Messenger of Peace stated that it was "filled

with facts and arguments to prove that War is unchristian,

inhuman and unnecessary."7° Likewise, the Friend of Peace

asserted in 1819, "it is in the power of the Editors of

Newspapers to do much good with little labor and expense. A few

well written remarks on the subject of war may occasion thousands

to reflect, and eventually save thousands from untimely death by

murderous hands."71 Indeed, the Friend of Peace continued,

Among the numerous gifts of God for the
advancement of our race, in knowledge, virtue, and
happiness, the tongue, the pen, and the press hold a
preeminent rank...Had the tongue, the pen, and the
press been always under the direction of wisdom and
benevolence, duelling and war would never have been
known among men; and even now, should all these gifts
be henceforth duly consecrated to the purposes of love
and peace, it is very certain that in one year from
this day, war would be banished from the earth, never
to return.72
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Enlightenment rationality was a compelling factor in the

formation of these ideas, as discussed. Too, such sentiments are

typical of what has been called the "genesis" stage in the life

cycle of social movements, in which "the movement's initial

leaders believe, often with remarkable naivete, that appropriate

institutions will act if the movement can make institutional

leaders and followers aware of the urgent problem and its

solution."73 However, this emphasis on writing and publication

characterizes peace advocates not only shortly after the

founding of the first peace organizations in 1815, but throughout

the century.

Not surprisingly, the Friend of Peace's sponsoring

organization, the Massachusetts Peace Society, in its

constitution singled out the role of the written word in

encouraging "the formation of similar societies" both in the

United States and abroad.74 "We regard the Advocate [of Peace] as

our main instrument," the American Peace Society stated in the

pages of that periodical.75 References to the press as "an engine

of vast moral power" also appeared in the Advocate. The APS

wished "to hear [the press's] ten thousand tongues speak on this

subject, in the ear of all reading communities, through books,

and pamphlets, and tracts, and newspapers, and every class of

periodicals."76

And the more radical Voice of Peace, while holding that "To

live peace is better than to write it or speak it," still

emphasized the importance of sending forth the Voice of Peace "to
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be heard and heeded."77

Writers and editors frequently referred to their role as

manipulators of public opinion. "The power of public opinion has

become proverbial," wrote the Advocate of Peace. "It is the lever

of the moral world."78 In another issue, the Advocate stated,

"Public opinion is our main instrument; and we would cast it in

the mould of peace. It is the mistress of the world, and does

more to control Christendom than all her fleets and armies."79

Furthermore, the Advocate wrote, "We seek to effect such a change

in public opinion as shall secure a right and universal

application of the gospel to the intercourse of Christian

nations."8° Such sentiments were echoed by the second

Pennsylvania Peace Society, whose constitution stated its object

was "to collect and disseminate information calculated to bring

about a correct public opinion on the subject of Peace and

War." Similarly, the Calumet maintained that "Public opinion is

yet to rule the world," and that "by the simple process of

enlightening and influencing public opinion,...the war-spirit may

be subdued."82 The pages of the peace press contain many other

such references to public opinion.83 Perhaps the comparatively

high education and class level of the movement's leaders

contributed to their optimism in the efficacy of their written

words to sway public opinion. Their belief that the press could

influence public opinion directly and powerfully was shared by

most other-Americans of the time. This idea seems to have taken

root after the Revolution and endured, occasionally challenged,
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into the 1880s."

On the whole, the nineteenth-century peace press took itself

seriously, perhaps in direct proportion to peace advocates' level

of insecurity about society's acceptance of their message. As

the Bond of Peace stated, "For ourselves rest assured we regard

the cause as a life work, you will not find us to faltor [sic]

for mere trifles." 85 A sober and serious style rather than one

providing a more rhetorically interesting message was used by the

peace press. Reform and radical journalists have been perennially

concerned that attempts to be entertaining, for instance through

the pursuit of an elegant, even literary style, would betray the

gravity of their causes. This may be the fallout of sensing

moral and ideological marginalization. The more one feels one's

ideas are considered unacceptable or controversial by society,

the more compelled one is to maintain a serious public demeanor,

in order not to lose the precious amount of credibility already

claimed.

So it is not surprising that in 1829 the Harbinger

disavowed responsibility for some readers' complaints that it was

"insipid and uninteresting," instead calling into question "the

want of interest in the subject [of peace] itself." The Harbinger

went on, "We cannot make a novel of it. We cannot deal in

fiction. We are bound to the truth. We cannot address the

imagination; we can only appeal to the judgment and to the

conscience, and what can we do with readers who have neither?

Our object is not to create excitement, but to allay it."86
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It is generally thought that until the brilliant, literary,

and captivating radical periodical Masses (edited by Max Eastman)

appeared in 1911, most advocacy journalists disavowed

entertainment and literary craft for the safer path of staid

content. However, the nineteenth-century woman suffrage press

"was not all suffrage and suffering," offering poetry, short

stories, and essays on a variety of other subjects and even

household hints in an attempt to attract more readers." The

temperance press, too, sought to offer varied, interesting

content.n Among peace movement publications, the Herald of Peace

gave some thought to its attention-getting qualities. In the

years following the Civil War, it chose not to devote its pages

exclusively to peace, reasoning that the subject had limited

audience appeal. "The number of persons in the United States who

would subscribe for a paper strictly devoted to the cause of

peace, and pay their money for it cheerfully and promptly, and,

what is more, read it with any degree of interest, we are sorry

to say is very small...a paper which presents one subject only,

becomes dry and uninteresting to many." Therefore, the Herald set

out to offer not only content dealing specifically with peace,

but on "all subjects which effect [sic] our interest as

Christians...We are truly convinced that peace will only be

attained by a proper appreciation...of the peaceable requirements

of the gospel." This meant that the Herald, while aiming to be

"thoroughly acceptable to the Society of Friends," would "avoid a

narrow sectarian character, and endeavor to maintain that charity
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and true catholic spirit which will make it a welcome visitor

among thousands of every Christian name." "

E. Concern with Other Media

The degree of importance that nineteenth-century peace

editors and writers attached to writing and publication can be

seen in their attentiveness to other media: reform, religious,

and mainstream. Throughout the period studied, this concern with

outside media's treatment of peace issues and peace advocacy

organizations and their publications also suggests peace

advocates' self-consciousness as purveyors of often unpopular

ideas. The peace press often measured its effectiveness in terms

of its impact on these other presses, especially mainstream. It

has been suggested that only in the late nineteenth century did

social movements adopt a communication strategy of seeking to get

their messages into the commercial mass media,9° The seeds of

this strategy can be seen in nineteenth-century peace

periodicals' media-consciousness. Regular columns in the peace

press detailed a variety of other publications' reactions to it.

"From the presses to which we have sent our request for co-

operation," began one such column in the Advocate of Peace, "we

are receiving almost daily responses of cordiality and

encouragement." For instance, 1827, the American Peace Society

claimed in its Advocate of Peace that "The public press is almost

universally open to the cause of peace." Among its evidence for

this, the APS noted that "The religious newspapers have come up
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nobly to our help," making many more "applications for peace

essays than we can answer."92

In 1829 the American Peace Society noted in its Harbinger of

Peace that "Our cause is rapidly gaining ground," pointing to

"Honourable mention and frequent quotations" of the Harbinger

that had "appeared in the newspapers, particularly the religious

pTers."" And the APS claimed in 1831 in its periodical, the

Calumet, that "a large number of pamphlets and newspaper essays

have appeared on the subject of Peace, in various parts of the

country." This led the APS to believe "that the press is every

year becoming more and more active in this cause."" The Friend

of Peace also kept watch on other media." Nineteenth-century

peace advocates, like many members of social movement

organizations, placed an especially high value on the persuasive

powers of the press, and they often prodded the mainstream press

to publish articles proselytizing for peace."

Just about any mention in the mainstream press was welcome,

and so in 1869 the Bond of Peace devoted nearly an entire page to

discussion of the largely negative reactions to the Universal

Peace Union's ideas, which had recently appeared in the pages of

publications including the New York Times, the New York Evening

Express, the Daily Rocky Mountain News, and the Detroit Post.97

Concern with lack of visibility is characteristic in the

"maintenance" phase of the life cycle of social movements--that

is, in the phase following the launching of the movement and the

first rush of enthusiasm." Yet the peace press's concern with
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peace publicity in the outside press was continuous, present

throughout the nineteenth century at every stage. This may

suggest, again, peace advocates' insecurity as moral and

ideological outsiders.

F. Coverage of Other Reform Efforts

If the press was an "engine of vast moral power," it could

drive the train of reform not only for peace, but for other

causes deemed of significant moral weight. And so the peace

press regularly featured articles on related reform efforts. The

degree and range of advocacy was naturally a function of the

ideology of the sponsoring publication or religion. For

instance, besides peace, the Universal Peace Union in its organ

the Voice of Peace backed a far-ranging set of reforms, pledging

"To be just to all, irrespective of color, sex, race or

condition." The abolition of military "taxes, schools, drills,

pomp and preferment," as well as the restriction of the sale and

use of deadly weapons, justice for American Indians, and the

practice of temperance were advocated." Furthermore, educational

reform was highlighted as a priority: "Petitioning governments to

abolish war clauses is good; giving aid to men and women in

overcoming evil passions is better," the Voice asserted, "but, to

our mind, the best of all is to commence at the very foundation

and teach the children of the rising generation in morality and

good works. There are thousands of neglected children growing up

with little or no instruction, save in the arts of wickedness,
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and by and by they will fill the ranks of those who carry on

wars, murders and every immoral practice by which the world is

cursed." m

Among this sample of the peace press, articles denouncing

capital punishment were common.101 Also frequent, particularly

after the Civil War, were articles advocating justice for

American Indians. For instance, the Voice of Peace had a

regular "Indian Department."12

Reflecting the positions of their sponsoring organizations

or religions, a number of periodicals urged varying degrees of

equal treatment of women. For instance, the Bond of Peace, which

"cordially invite[d] all to enroll...who are willing to labor

irrespective of color(,) race(,) sex(,) or condition..."

wholeheartedly embraced equal rights for women. "In fact,"

stated the Bond, "it is useless for us to look on universal

peace, while woman is kept back from having a voice in the

council of the nation."3

In addition, occasional articles advocated temperance. The

Messenger of Peace led the way, proposing in 1879 to increase the

number of articles on this subject. "We regard intemperance as

the handmaid, of war," the Messenger stated, "ofted having much

to do in causing war, and leading to fearful sacrifices of men

through the recklessness of officers under the influence of

strong drink."104 Articles in the peace press also denounced the

use of tobacco. A prophetic one in an 1869 issue of the Bond of

Peace condemned smoking, claimed smoking "conveys its poisonous
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influence into every part of the lungs."6 Occasional articles

also advocated humane treatment of animals."* The Herald of

Peace suggested that the animal movement was "ill-directed," and

that good treatment of animals would be ensured when there was

peace between human beings.°7

Other articles backed a variety of humanitarian reforms.

These included antislavery, to which much coverage was given

during the antebellum vears;m6 gun control; the abolition of

lynching;w9 and penal reform."° Some articles also denounced

children's war toys."

During the antebellum period, many individuals participated

in not just one but several reform movements; for instance,

membership in antislavery, women's rights, and peace associations

was correlated. Thus movement publications naturally backed

other, related causes. For example, in the 1880s and 1890s the

temperance movement publication, the Union Signal, proselytized

for a wide variety of reform causes, including woman suffrage and

feminism."2 Woman suffrage publications such as the Lily and the

Una supported temperance,"3 while another, The Revolution

advocated a variety of reforms to help the poor and homeless,

prisoners, and Native Americans. 114

Still, the advocacy of many of the wide-ranging reforms

noted above in the pages of the peace advocacy press (some of

which were considered controversial) was not likely a sound

strategy to help peace advocates win acceptance from the wider

society. What, then, was going on? Obvious is a deep commitment
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on the part of peace advocates to articulate the full breadth of

their positions on difficult issues, in the belief that the moral

imperatives of their positions would be made apparent through the

written word's persuasive powers. The wide publication of their

right thinking would change people's minds.

G. Some Journalistic Strategies

And so notwithstanding the Harbinger of Peace's comment that

it could not "address the imagination" of its readers, that it

could "only appeal to the judgment and to the conscience," the

peace press used a variety of strategies to communicate its

message compellingly. As noted, essays predominated, with some

fiction and poetry, as well as letters to the editor and short

notices.

A primary effort was to gather and publicize what Christina

Phelps has called "'statistics of war'--facts which illustrate

its conditions and its evils, which show its futility."15 Such

articles characterized war as inimical to civilization and

culture. Frequently they decried the organized Christian

churches' "war degeneracy."

Starting with the Friend of Peace before 1820, stories of

the horrors of war were a staple, particularly among the earlier

peace advocacy periodicals. Viewing "peace as health," and war as

"a disease, in the body politic," the Friend of Peace and its

later colleagues did not always spare sensibilities in the

accounting of war's human toll.n6 An article described the
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aftermath of the battle of Antietam during the recent Civil War

in typically vivid terms. Men lay "dead, blackened, torn,

disfigured, wounded; tended by no mother's hand, no sister's

love...As they rose they fell dead; some with cigars in their

lips, others with bread in their hands, and some holding the

miniatures of loved ones far away. 017

Among the unforgettable scenes in the wake of one of

Napoleon's battles is

...a stout-looking man, and a beautiful young woman,
with an infant, about seven months old, at the breast,
all three frozen and dead. The mother had most
certainly expired in the act of suckling her child; as
with one breast exposed she lay upon the drifted snow,
the milk, to all appearance, in a stream drawn from the
nipple by the babe, and instantly congealed. The
infant seemed as if its lips had but just then been
disengaged, and it reposed its little head upon the
mother's bosom, with an overflow of milk, frozen as it
trickled from the mouth.118

Such a tableau offered war as an assault on women as the

embodiment of the values of piety, purity, submissiveness, and

domesticity."9

War's toll on women was also the focus of an article in the

Advocate of Peace. The sufferings of compelling characters (a

sergeant's wife, a "maniac mother") were detailed, to illustrate

the point that "Women, being forced to part with lovers,

husbands, sons, have often taken their own life in a frenzy of

grief and despair, or fallen eventual victims to delirium, or

some lingering disease that gnawed with fatal tooth on their

vitals."12°

Articles both described the appalling atrocities perpetuated
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by the soldier, and characterized war from the abused soldier's

perspective.m The military's excessive use of corporal

punishment for minor infractions of discipline was detailed

(e.g., "On the first lash, the blood spirted [sic] out some

yards; and after he had received fifty, his back from the neck to

the waist, was one continued stream of blood").122

Another antiwar rhetorical strategy was to appeal to the

pocketbook, illustrating war's high financial cost as well as the

body counts. "Stop and consider facts and figures--then judge of

our cause," urged the Herald of Peace. "Within the past 14 years,

there have been nearly 2,000,000 lives lost by war, sanctioned by

professedly Christian nations." The Herald claimed that the

recent Civil War "cost the loss of 600,000 of our young and

strong men; and the actual cost and loss in money, not less than

$8,000,000,003." Thus, war preparation was equated with economic

weakness.123

IV. Conclusion

The moral and ideological exclusion experienced by peace

advocates may have significantly shaped their communication, in

at least these ways:

a. Peace advocates greatly valued writing and publication as

tools of persuasion to change public opinion, as much if not more

so than other forms of personal activism such as public speaking

and interpersonal, face-to-face communication. In their quest to

cover issues they believed the mainstream press ignored, peace

advocates emphasized quality writing. They aimed their
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periodicals toward a dual audience of the converted and the not

yet convinced and attempted strategies to appeal to both groups.

b. At the same time, some peace advocates seemed self-

conscious and comparatively serious about their written

communication, perhaps in direct proportion to their level of

insecurity about wider acceptance of their viewpoints.

c. Peace advocates acutely attended other media: reform,

religious, and mainstream, which they scoured self-consciously

for any legitimizing references to themselves and their peace

advocacy endeavors.

d. Peace advocates may have been more willing to risk

articulating their controversial positions on other issues of the

day besides peace, not only because of the perceived connection

to peace ideals, but perhaps also out c,f the sense of moral

superiority and responsibility to educate society that membership

in self-contained ideological bands engendered. However, more

research is necessary to establish this conclusively.
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APPENDIX A:

A Taxonomy of Nineteenth-Century Peace Advocacy and Its

Publications

Note: A wide variation in peace positions existed, from radical

to reformist--from absolute pacifism, including Christian

anarchism and nonresistance, to comparatively conservative peace

advocacy which allowed for "defensive" war.

A. NONSECTARIAN

1. State and regional peace societies, e.g., New York Peace

Society (founded 1815); Massachusetts Peace Society (founded

1815, published Friend of Peace, Boston and Cambridge, Mass.,

1815-1827); Pennsylvania Peace Society (founded 1822, published

Advocate of Peace and Christian Patriot, Philadelphia, Sept.

1828-June 1829); Connecticut Peace Society (founded 1831,

published American Advocate of Peace, Hartford, Conn., 1834-1836)

2. American Peace Society (founded 1828; published Angel of

Peace for children, Boston, started 1872; A.P.S. Bulletin,

Washington, D.C., irregular; Harbinger of Peace, New York, 1828-

1831; Calumet, New York, N.Y., 1831-1835; Advocate of Peace,

Boston, 1837-1845, Worcester, Mass., 1846, Boston, 1846-1910,

continued in 1910 in Washington, D.C., as World Affairs)

3. New England Non-Resistance Society (founded 1838,

published Journal of the Times, Boston, antebellum period,

irregular; Liberator, Boston, 1831-1865; Non-Resistant, Boston,
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1839-1845)

4. League of Universal Brotherhood (founded 1846, published

Burritt's Christian Citizen, Worcester, Mass., 1844-1851; Bond of

Brotherhood, London and Worcester, Mass., 1846-1867)

5. Universal Peace Union (founded 1866 as Universal Peace

Society, published Bond of Peace, Philadelphia, 1868-1874; Voice

of Peace, Philadelphia, 1874-1882); Peacemaker, Philadelphia,

1883-1913)

B. SECTARIAN

1. Members of the historic peace churches

a. Brethren (or Dunkers) and other Anabaptist remnants,

many located in Pennsylvania (Brethren publications

include Gospel Visitor, Covington and later

Columbiana, Ohio, 1851-1873; Christian Family

Companion, Tyrone, Pa., 1865-1873; Primitive

Christian, Meyersdale and Huntingdon, Pa., 1873-1883;

Progressive Christian, Berlin, Pa., and later Ashland,

Ohio, 1878-1888; Gospel Messenger,- Mount Morris and

later Elgin, Ill., started 1883)

b. Mennonites (publications include Herald of Truth,

Chicago, Ill., 1864-1867 and Elkhart, Ind., 1867-1908;

Family Almanac, Elkhart, Ind., 1870-1908 and Scottdale,

Pa., 1908-1940)

c. Quakers (publications include Moral Advocate, Mount

Pleasant, Ohio, 1821-1824; Friends' Intelligencer,

Hicksite branch, Philadelphia, 1844-1955; Friends'
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Review, evangelical wing in Orthodox branch,

Philadelphia, 1847-1894; Herald of Peace, Chicago,

1868-1889; Messenger of Peace, Peace Association of

Friends in America, New Vienna, Ohio, 1870-1887,

Richmond, Ind., 1887-1890, Philadelphia, 1890-1943;

Christian Worker, orthodox branch, New Vienna, Ohio,

1871-1894; American Friend, Richmond, Ind., 1894-1960)

2. Communitarian-utopian groups emphasizing peace among

their tenets

a. Harmonists (or Rappists) (New Harmony Gazette/Free

Enquirer, New Harmony, Ind., 1825-1835)

b. Hopedale Community members (Practical Christian,

Milford, Mass., 1840-1860)

c. Inspirationists (of Amana), publications unknown;

d. Oneida Community members (publications include

Witness, Putney, Vt., 1837-1846; American Socialist,

Oneida, N.Y., 1876-1879; Circular [title varies],

Brooklyn, N.Y., Oneida, N.Y., Wallingford, Conn., 1851-

1876)

e. Shakers (Shaker Manifesto [title varies], Shakers,

N.Y., Mount Lebanon, N.Y., Shaker Village, N.H., East

Canterbury, N.H., 1871-1899)

3. Others

a. Adventists (Advent Shield and Review, Boston, 1844-

1845; Advent Christian Times, Buchanan, Mich.; Advent
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Review and Sabbath Herald, Paris, Me., Saratoga

Springs, N.Y, Rochester, N.Y., Battle Creek, Mich.,

started 1850; World's Crisis, Boston, 1854-1892)

b. Christadelphians, publications unknown

d. Disciples of Christ (publications include Christian

Baptist, Buffaloe [Bethany], Brooke County, Va.

[W.Va.], 1823-1830; Millennial Harbinger, Bethany, Va.

[W. Va.], 1830-1870; Western Reformer, Milton, Ind.,

1843-1849; Proclamation and Reformer, Milton, Ind.,

1850-1851; American Christian Review, Indianapolis,

Ind., started 1856; Disciples of Christ, Cincinnati,

1884-1887)

e. Osgoodites, publications unknown

f. Rogerenes, publications unknown
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os responsible.
feMaster's cause, every one who prosses " Peace i So also with the Romanist. When he becomes;
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of war, the removal 'a thts bar to the convermon willing to cast his mite in the scale of Christian the sins of the whole world, and that all we have .

' the heathen, would form an all-sufflcient and philanthropy, every lover oshtnnanity, rally to the to do is to turn to Him, repent and live, he sees

verwheiming one, If the implements of human standard with his banners unfurled, asiist in hold- that faith in Jesus obviates the necessity for pen-

otchery had never been carried by English and lug up the hands of the faithful laborers in the ances, and his conscience being enlightened by

s.merican colonists to Liberia, Sierra Leone, ind cause, and do whatever he finds to do in tbe work, the Holy Spirit, he now, trusting in Jesus' blood

the Cape of -Good Hope, who knows that the which, aided and blessed by an all-wise Froth- alone, abjures all penancm, and his_conscience ap- .

dark cloud of paganism would not have rolled off deuce, shall hasten that day. .proves.

from a great portion of Africa before the present Vassalboro, 34 mo lit. GEO. Thaza. . The Christian, too, whose spiritual eyes. are so . _. .

year? And may we not believe that but for a enlightened as to see that by opening the door of

similar draw-back in India and China, genuine Written for the Herald of Peace. the heart to the blessed Saviour, He will come in

Christianity, with its labors of love to the afflicted CONSCIENCE A.ND THE HOLY SPIRIT. and sup with him, and that by so doing, he par-

and safferhig, and its consolations to redeemed takes of the body and blood of Christ, and be-

ginners, would now be generally spread among the ET X. X. J. comes assimilated to His nature, no longer feels

hundreds of millions of immortal beings which that there is any necessity for going to the corn-

now people those wide countries ? The English It is important that all Christians should clearly munion table, and his conscience releases him.

governor of Cape Town wrote to the home au- understand the difference between the teachings When also his spiritual eyes are opened to see that

thorities that half a million pounds expended in of the Holy Spirit and the voice of conscience ; the outward sprinkling of water can have- no ef-

educating the natives, might have done more in especially those belonging to a religious society fect in making him a member of the church of

preventing wars with them than the many mil- which believe so fully in the perceptible infiu. Christ upon earth, then he can see with the epos-

lions employed to passfor-arms,hnmmunition and ence and guidance of the Holy Spirit, as does the tle Peter, that the one saving baptism is " the an-

soldiers. Incomparably greater th;s1-htlais saving Society of Friends. swer of a good conscience toward God," and he

oh money would hare been the influencesha(hhe The teachings of the Holy Spirit, coming kn. feels absolved from any other.

exemplificatioxonfsthe benign spirit of the gospel mediately from God, can be nothing but truth, We come therefore to the conclusion that, what

of lieshe on the natives. \ havingalways tbe Bible for the outward test. The the eye is to the body, conscience is to the soul.

. ../ conscience may be and often is perverted ; in fact As light is necessary to enable us to see through

WAR AND SLAVERY THEM ABOLI. it requires to be enlightened. The education of the medium of the eye (without light upon the

, Tram the Hindoo Mother teaches her to throw her child eye every thing appearing to be dark), so the

before the wheels of the car of her god Juzger. light of the Holy Ghost shining upon the con-

To THE _XI:3MM oiss.xsth- or Pxhcn : rant, or to can it into the Ganges to appease the science, either immediately or through instru.-

An articre in the HERALD, some time since, by wrath of her god ; and her conscience applauds mental means, enables it to determine what is

our valued friend, J. H. Douglas, secretary of the the act The conscience of the Romanist, being right or wrong.

Peace Association of Friends in America, some- so instructed, tells him that penances will expiate The difference between these two is clearly de-

what descriptive of the aim and working of that his sin, and that of some Christians tells them
body, was very interesting to me, and called to
mind the object, working, and result of the Brit-
ish Abolition Society, at an earlier day. All honor
to the memories of those worthies who labored so
long and zealously in that cause, until the people
csme forth at their call in numbers so large, that
the names of the petitioners formed a roll, which,
unrolled, would be miles in leugth. That roll,
borne before senators on the shoulders of noble-1
hearted philanthropists, stoke in thunder tones too
loud to be misunderstood, and the petition was
answered. No blood offering atoned for that sac-
rifice. No treasure was lavished for the pouring
out of human blood; but in the spirit of love and
humanity, the people were moved, and the nation
listened to the people. Who can estimate the
value of that boon to Afric's children ?

It in like manner the people can be reached on
the subject of peace ; if the masses can be made
to realize the enormity of an evil which is almost
beyond description, the thing will be accom-
plished. The moving pore: is with the people,
and who can estimate the good that will have
been accomplished when the nations can be dills
armed. A. Congress of nations for the settlement
)1' disputes, to take the place of the sword, and
-hose who wield it turned to folio,- the plough,
)t. to other useful avocations; whe- ate millions
ipon millions of treasure uow employed In hostil-
ity can be placed in the opposite scale and used
to building up, instead of pulling down in
Christianizing the world, elevating the people,
and carrying the gespel to our benighted races.
All this is not the work of doss and if we do not

that when they come to the communion table they
eat the body and drink the blood of Christ ; and
that through the baptism of water, they are ad-
mitted into Christ's militant church, of which He
is the Head. The conscience of the Friend, hav-
ing been so instructed, tells him that these relig-
ious rites are not in accordance with the teachings
of the Spirit; but that those whose sins have
been washed and made white in the biood of the
Lamb, and whose consciences have been purged
from dead works to serve the living God, and
those alone, are the members of Christ's militant
church ; all of whom will eventually, if faithful,
be transplanted to the church triumphant in hea-
ven ; and that these need not the baptism of water,
need not the figure. Also that they who partake
.in their inmost souls of that bread of life which
hometh down from God out of heaven, need not
the outward supper of bread and wine ; having
the substance, they.need not the shadow. And
thia to them is evidence that the Saviour did not
command either as a standing ordinance in his
church ; for He never commanded any thing that
is of no use, and therefore entirely superfluous.
And for those who have not the substance, the
shadow avails nothing.

What then influences the conscience ? We have
seen that it is education. Give the Hindoo mother
the Bible ; let her understand from it that there is
but one God, the Creator and Preserver of all
things ; that nothing is offensive in His sight but
sin, and that for sin an atonement has already
been made in the death of God's ,own Son; that
those are no gods that are the work of men's

fined by Joseph John Gurney, in his " Sabbatical
Verses," from which the following lines are ex-
tracted:

" Accepted be the boon of light divine,
That oar redeeming God has given to slims
Its every human breast, else wholly dark;
Though often weak, yetpure the vital spark ;
Call it not conscience 'conscience is the eye
That spark !Humes, or the soul must die ;
The moral troth attracts the mental light,
The medium that reveals its form is
And God is ligad from God the source of day,
Through Mar who died and lives, she Truth, she Way,
Changeless, from age to age, proceeds the ray ;
The seam in Britain, India, Athens, Rome,
Sian's bears and conscience, its appointed home."

Poughkeepsie, 3d vno., 1st., 1860.

. Written for the Herald of Peace

NOTES FOB BIBLE CLASSES.

O L
(Continued.)

How was the passover to be eaten?
The flesh must be roast with fire; must be eaten

with unleavened bread, and bitter herbs ; shoes,

staff, and girded loins, showing haste.
So the believer. In fellowship with the suffer-

ings of Christ, who bath pawed through the fire ;

in sincerity, betokened by the unleavened bread
(no hidden hypocrisy or corruption), with bitter

herbs of wholsome purification (Ps. li, ; he is
ready for the pilgrim journey, staff in hand, eager

to departbound for the kingdom.
There may be a significance iu this being eaten

"in that same night."
1nseperably joined must be the imputed and the

imparted righteousness of Christ.' The soul that
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Far The Voke.
Tat. RELIC OF BARBARISM.

Br tEv. PIIEIIE a . UANAFORD.
fr

Away with the gallows! that relic of days
When Migl.t over hien could prevail,

Ani none coule lift up ci e loud voice of com-
plaint,

None utter the low, plaintive wail.
Tis a relic of tyranny, speaking of days

When war was the rule and employ.
enthe.9.. I as and the bow were the playthi

of men,
And tmlay was their pastime and joy.

Shall the ages roll on with this burden, th:s
weight,

This draa -tack to progress rnd r eace?
Shall the future be cursed with the ghastly and

grim?
Will the shedding of blood never Cease'.

0, God, who has: promised, to Thee still we look,
Taough weary we watch for the day,

When tle mists shall all vanish, the morning
star sub e,

Ankthe infamous gallows decay.
When the sword shall be sheathed and the arm-

tales closed,
And:no epaulettes honor btow,

While the race shall move on in the march of
that ho..t

Who the Might of the Right erer know.

1r

Far the Vre'es.
CITIZENSHIP AND 43f49RAL

2lEFOlJf.

Full citizenship under any civil govern-
rnent includes eligibility to vote and hold
office, as a partner in the government.
And, if voluntarily accepted and exercised,
it binds the citizen to support the constitu-
tinn and laws of the State or nation in
whose government he makes himself a
partnerat leaSt till he can lawfully and
peaceably get them amended. Under the
General and State governments of this
esaantry the-righta and obligations of voting

chizenship are plainly de:t.a. Every -vo-
ter is a co-equal partner i prerogatives
and duties of citizenship. Who are his
co-equal partners? All voters, good, bad
and indifferent, declared such be the con-
stitulion and laws. Each one cif them is
his peer and the legal majority must rule,
backed by the sceptre. purse and sword.
Does he agree to all this ? Yes, the mo-
ment he voluntarily acts as a citizen. So
we see what fellowship he chooses to unite
with, and what bonds he puts himself
under.

Well, this man is a moral reformer. He
wants to bring all his governmental part-
ners nyder Temperance laws, or under
Anti-S!avery laws, or under Labor Reform
laws. or unier Woman's Rights laws, or
under' Communist laws, or under alleged
Chris: km laws. or under Peace laws. 'What
can be do, mid how far can he consistently
push his specialty of reform. trs a loyal. cit-
izen ? Cau he excommunicate any brother
voter, or make any new test of membership
in the body politic ? Yes ; if he can by any
means get the Constitution and laws altered
for that purpose. To do this. he must win
the necessary voting or le:tialati ve majority.
What if he cannot obtain such majority ?
Then he is bound to abide by and support
the majority that is. Has he not bound
hitneif to do this ? Yes. The Constitu-
tion that is, and the laws that he, and the
brotherhood of governing citizens that rule,
are his. He may think them fools, knaves,
scouudrels or murderers, and denounce
them as such ; but. nevertheless -they are
his peers, with whom he has leagued him-
self, to carry forward the civilization of the
world. And, if' they are .rather reluctant
to hurry up the millennium,le must wait
a little till they are ready. and not gee too
far ahead of diem.. Votitm, legialsitiettiali
coercion will not do his work till he caa
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OUR VOLUME TWO.
At the commencement of Volume IL we greet our friends with a pictureportraits of

'so pet children. It has been said:
We love a girl for what she is; you see:.
A boy for what we hope he is to be.

kcd, so it is with our two pet volumes of the PEACEMAKER. Judgalg from numerous expressions
:ne press and correspondents the first volume has already won a place for the PEACEMAKER

the hearts of its friends, both old and young; and with the aid of art and an increased effort
10 Present in an attractive form the beautiful thoughts of the most enlightened and faithful

tea, ners of mankind, calculated to
Calm the ruffled tempers of the world,"

to say to the angry billows of strife and contention,
" Peace; be still,"

irt bespeak for our second volume a largely extended circle of readers and friends.
To our liberal friends who have by their efforts contributed so much to the possibility of

' outinued existence, we return our sincere thanks ; and we hope the second volume will win

aas to many new homes.
he present number is necessarily taken up largely with the account of the Seventeenth

::..:;:versary of the Universal Peace Union and the Report of the Executive Board, deemed
es .asary to preserve a record of the progress made during the past year. To earnest peace-

sorkers. these details present matters of great interest. The Treasurer's Report (page 3), in
,amparison with that of last year (Page 33, shows that since the publication of the PEACE-

::1:kKER the income of the Society from various sources has more than doubled; but the expenses
proportionately increased, as a large number of each issue has been sent out to introduce
arinciples where they have been hitherto but little thought of. It is not the object to

uniulate funds on hand, but to use whatever is received for the immediate prosecution of
geat work which the Society has undertaken.

U. No. 1. 1VHOLE No., 13. Jima r883.
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TO

LUCRETIA MOTT,
FIRST PRESIDENT OF THE PENNSYLVANIA PEACE SOCIETY

ON THE NINETY-FIRST ANNIVERSARY OF HER BIRTH.

"January 3,181,1.

FRIEND of the suffering and oppressed,
In ways to fame unknown,

Although from earth thou hast progressed
To circles near the throne,

-444

-Pik?

.-t-
- -1Tx '

.ft

We cannot omit the annual thought.
Devoutly given to thee,

As in the sweet remembrance we are
Thy worth in life to see.

LUCRETIA MOTT,
Born of Quaker Parents, on the Island of Nantuckett, Mass.,

1792. Died November z t th, 1SSo, in the SStla yeur a her Age.
A life spent in the cause of humanity.

She did her own thinking, and lived to a ripe old age of use-
fulness, and was not afraid to die.

No slave ever sought thy shelter in vain.
When seeking freedom's goal ;

No sufferer, whatsoever his pain,
But thou wouldst first console,

Then seek thy best relief to kindly give.
By quiet ways and wise.

A sweet inspin'ion seemed to live
Within thy kve-lit eyes.

47

While in the courts of tins
Thou struck a chord sub

With deeds of love;r1
Now thou art gone higher,
To strike the golden lyre

In courts above.

We feel that thou wilt still
Work out God's good-will,

And never cease .
Till justice, freedom, tru.
(Ideal of thy youth.)

Establish peace.

No better purpose can
Inspire the heart of man

In this late day
Than that which stirred thy,
When thou didst bear a

In earth's affray.

In Europe's armed host,
Of which the nations boast,

Is bondage sore; ,.
The people ground to
On land that gave them

They seek a shore
Where armies need not be,
And navies plow the sea ;7

And slay no more.

Oh, may we never more
Bestrew our land with go

Nor stain the sea. .
May truth and justice lwe.
Ana their rich I3lessings

And all agree.
So shall thy 13urpose grata:
Lucretia,thy demanii

Accomplished be.

Thy country, the world, in greatest
Thy countrymen. mankind.

Thy effort was suffering to redress.
With sympathizing mind.

Oh, friend of the poor and the op
In every land and clime.

Thy memory forever will be blessed.
Thy life is all sublime.
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Messenger Petairce
Is published monthly by the Secretary of the " Peace Alm.
Clarion of rriends in America.". It is filled with facts anti
arguments to prove that war is unchristian, inhuman, a d
unnecessary. That U viten and women of intelligence s er
am anxious to find a remedy sa they are to find an apology
for war, the self-impoeed scourge of our race would soon be
banished from the cirtlized world. It advocates the broth-
wheel of mankind, and that we con ssottnforecnother with-
out esfuring ouriciva. Terms. Fifty Ceuta per annum, or
5 oopies sent to one addrees for Two Dollars. Free so
ministers of the gospel of all denominations who will tee
and recommend it to their congregations.

Addresa DATIIKL HILL,
stew smelt na, Clinton 0o.. OlaSe

According to the philosopher Dick, war has destroyed
fourteen billions of human beinp sin oe man was first placed
upon the earth.

Some authors put the number much higher but, taking
Dick's estimato as basis, the loss of life will be as follows:

2.233.333 annually.
194.444 monthly.
&oil daily.
222 every hour.
434 every minute.

Shall the sword devour forever? ltiot if God's Word is
true. Christians, come up to the help of the Lord against
the mighty.

Andover Theological seminary will receive
$25,000 from the estate of the late Mrs. Wil-
liam Richardson, of Manchester, N. H. .The
American Bible Society receives about the
'same amount, according to the lady's will.
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Something Sure.

What a pity nothing ever
Has a beauty that will stay I"

Said ou; thoughtful little Nellie,
Stopping briefly in her play.

"All these velvet pansies withered,
And I picked them just to-day !"

"And there's nothing very certain,"
Answered Bess wit i. face demure ;

"When it rains we can't go driving,
I wish promises were truer !

I could rest, if I were certain
Of a single thing that's sure !"

Grandma smiled from out her corner,
Smoothing back a soft gray tress :

"Sixty seconds make a minute,
Did you know it, litile Bess ?

Sixty minutes makes an hour,
Never more, and never less:

"For the seconds in a minute,
Whether full of work or fun,

Or the minutes in an hour,
Never numbered sixty-one !

There is one thing that is certain
Ever since the world begun.

"Though the rose may lose its crimson,
And the buttercup its gold,

There is something through all changes,
You may always surely hold:

Truth can never lose its beauty,
Nor its strength, by grom ing old."

Mrs. Julia P. Ballard.

It is no great matter to live lovingly with
good-natured, humble and meek persons;
but he who can do so with the forward, will-
ful, ignorant, peevish and perverse bath tnie
charity.Thomas a Kemlis.
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